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just a follow up I figured it out and started the compressor yesterday. I disconected the Run
cap from the Run capacitor as you recommended and then unhooked the connections on the

manifold. That was a pita. I must have overheated the motor. The compressor still started and
worked fine but with the motor unplugged the manifold kept blowing on and off. I guess it is
broken. What should I do? And what is the safety cut off? I thought it was lc but I am thinking
it is safety. Also the manual calls for a 1 phase and 7 phase choke. Is that phase 1 of 7? I am
installing this unit in my home AC so I dont have a codes manual. I am using the one for my
Lowes ac unit so it will be a new start for me. and how do I know if it is wired correctly? Next
to safety and performance parameters are also engine management parameters that can be
activated or deactivated. This is particularly important when working with over-the-counter

ECUs. Pay attention! These parameters are dependent on each other! For example the lack of
ESP control leads to no seat position memory and the clock on the dash is not working either.

In case of a single ECU you have to configure these parameters separately. You can also
deactivate ABS light and even ABS itself. Thanks to MB's E2 system you can deactivate all of
that in one step and even control it or deactivate the traction control with one single step. A

wrong or improper key or ignition operation can have the same effect.All Benz EIS EZS Pinouts
for Table Connection ECU is controlled via two ignition push buttons at the left side on the

steering wheel. One button is used to start the engine and the other one is used for parking,
emergency locking/unlocking the doors and opening/closing garage doors and all the other

options with "start" and "stop" e.g. pre-slowing, active cruise control, ABS/ASR, hill start
assist, electronic brake force distribution, etc. The ESC button is used to activate the ESC.

Most of these parameters can be individually activated and deactivated. For example the ESP
light can be deactivated in case of an over-the-counter ECU installation or leave activated

even when MB has immobilizer. Options to increase durability, cost savings and repair
possibilities are: to install RAM chips on flywheel. This leads to the fact that when cranking the

engine, engine gets an additional kick and BMW recommends to use Flywheel heaters to
guarantee a harder start. Option to start the car with ESC during a service. ESC is now active
in case of a problem. Engine will start only with engine key pressed in a ramp fuel sensor and
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will be shut down automatically in case of no power using car key or after a defined running
time. The advantage is the only engine start with no battery interference. Another interesting

setting is the automatic clock time adjustment. It just adjusts the clock and the dashboard
clock to the same value. On one road is lower temperature, on another higher temperature.

BMW recommends a battery charge before starting the engine. The system does now
measure the battery voltage. When the engine is started battery voltage is measured. If it is
lower than 0.7 V, the current used for ignition spark is reduced until the battery voltage is

above 0.7 V. This makes the engine start in a safe way. In order to start the engine, all
charging voltages have to be in place. One condition is the start button pressed. Even cars

with subsequent ignition trigger have to wait. Service engineer should keep a record on this.
Keeping a record is important to minimize time of service.
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However, there are so many
parts of the car that CAN bus
wiring must be completed.

Connecting a relay is one of the
most common applications.

After locating the relay,
disconnect the grounding wires

and mark the position of the
relay and any connectors it has.

Connect the grounding wires
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back up to make sure the relay
is properly grounded. Ground
the relay connector terminals
and wrap the positive terminal

with the electrical tape and
crimp terminals, then attach a

splice band to form a solid
crimp joint. Seal the connection

with electrical tape. To
reconnect the connection, first
determine the correct location
on the tubing. Then insert the

clamp pin in the screw slot, and
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tighten the clamp. Finally,
attach one screw to the

connector strap and tighten it.
From the 1997 to 2003 models,
BMW added an additional relay

in parallel to the active
restraint. On cars manufactured

in the 2003 to 2006 model
years, the battery connection is

in parallel with the memory
relay, and this is the only form

of memory relay. Battery
connections are identical in all
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model years. Per a Maserati
service bulletin: Maserati does
not allow any repairs to airbag

system wiring harnesses,
connectors, or terminals. If any
damage is found on an airbag

harness, connector or wire
terminal, it must be replaced...
It is forbidden to repair (solder)
any electrical connections that
affect devices involved in the
active safety of the vehicle,

unless prior express
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authorization from Maserati
Technical Service is obtained.
Per the General Motors (GM)

service information Document
ID 259613 - 4 Pin connectors for
EZS SIR/SRS are not left blank

or available for use. These
connectors and terminals are
used to connect the airbag

system to the SIR/SRS
computer. They are blanked
and not available for use. To

properly complete the
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connection, the blanks must be
removed so that the wiring
harness may be connected.
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